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The BAROMETER is a student newspaper for the exchange of ideas 
and information concerning the development and improvement of 
the professional environment at the Naval Postgraduate School. 
************ 
"Economy has been enforced in every branch of the Naval 
Establishment and it has been our continual effort to use 
the funds appropriated so as to secure the fullest results 
possible for every dollar expended. Forces at navy yards t 
training stations t and other shore stations have been r@9uced 
to the minimum that is required for the maintenance and~f~r~ 
tion of those activities. Further reductions would be ~gRly~ 
injudicious and inconsistent with efficiency and economy'T1;;~ . -::7, 
Substantial savings have been made in many lines t not on~) ~ 
by reduction of expenses, but by conservation of oil, fu~~ ~ 
and materials." 0 
Annual Report of the Secretary of the Navy, November 15, 1923 
FEATURE: NAVY DIVIDED ON TH'O EXPENSIVE MISSILE PROJECTS 
-U I 
( . 
The recent major controversy that has developed between the "black shoe" Navy 
of shipboard officers and the "brown shoe" Navy of aviators over the fate of two 
expensive missile projects which serve roughly the same purpose t was well defined 
in a recent article in the April 1, 1973 edition of the Los Angeles Times. In con-
trast to some of the Pentagon's more famous weapons programs t these little known 
missile projects t Harpoon and Condor, have been the subject of behind-the-scenes 
squabbles instead of public debate. The combined cost of the two projects is esti-
mated to be in excess of $1.5 billion and the quarrel is centered on the question 
of which is the best and cheapest way to accomplish one of the Navy's current top-
priority goals - the capability to destroy enemy ships at very long range. 
The fact that the U. S. Navy has lacked an effective antishipping missile for 
many years was emphazided as a cause for alarm in late 1967 when the Israeli destroyer 
Eilat was sunk by a Soviet-built Egyptian missile boat. Out of that concern a number 
of temporary solutions emerged t but in 1971 the new Harpoon missile system arose as 
a possible hope for solving this problem. When launched from surface ships or sub-
marines t Harpoon was to be capable of destroying ships up to 60 miles away. After 
being launched to the general area of the target, the missile's radar was to gui de 
it to the target. Developing this capability will be expensive and estimates are 
just over $1 billion, with the subsequent production costs for each individual 
missile ranging from $250,000 to $400,000. 
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In order to cut the cost of Harpoon by increasing production, "black shoes" are 
urging the use of the missile on land and carrier based airplanes, an idea worth 
considering since Harpoon is also designed to be fired from planes. "Brown shoes" 
however, are backing the Condor missile on the theory that it is more effective 
against ships than Harpoon. Started in 1964 to enable carrier pilots to hit land 
targets up to 50 miles away, the Condor missile, closer to production than the Harpoon, 
carries a small TV set linked to a receiver in the cockpit allowing the pilot personal 
control of the missile all the way to the target. 
Now in the flight test stage, Condor, although designed with a different primary 
mission from Harpoon, has the obvious capability of hitting ships, a capability 
increased by the recent development of a radar guidance system to replace the origi-
nal TV one. Since the missions of the two missiles so obviously overlap, it is now 
up to Pentagon officials to decide if a change of plans is necessary. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
TO THE EDITOR - The question raised by LT D. J. Marshall in a recent issue of 
the BAROMETER concerning promotions to flag rank is certainly an interesting one, 
and deserving of further comment. I fear that LT Marshall's approach to the problem 
may have been less than comprehensive, and as a result the basic, underlying questions 
remain to be asked, let alone answered. 
LT Marshall's question could be rephrased, for purposes of casting light on the 
real issues, in the following form: "Should the fact of being a prisoner of war for 
seven years or so be considered, per ~, DISQUALIFYING for advancement, especially 
to flag rank?" I doubt that there would be many unqualified affirmative responses, 
even from the most hard-hearted pragmatists. Behind this question and LT Marshall's 
lies the real issue: what are, and what should be, the qualifications for flag rank? 
I doubt very seriously if any of us is so bold as to compile a list of specific 
"absolutely essential" requirements for promotion to flag rank -- other than "stay 
alive", as one admiral recently stated. If the task is to assign weighting factors 
to permit accurate and objective assessment of the relative qualifications of real 
individuals, then you've really got your work cut out for you. This job must be done 
by a selection board when convened, but I doubt that they feel that they've reached 
any enduring, definitive answers. 
This then, is what LT Marshall is doing, and I feel that his choice of Rear 
Admiral selectees Stockdale and Denton as the vehicle for his challenge is unfortunate. 
In their cases the inherent questions of absolute and relative qualifications are 
especially hard to answer. For example, certainly administrative and operational 
experience are important, but what of physical and moral courage under fire? How 
does the experience of holding Captain's Mast or signing fitness reports stack up in 
importance alongside the operation of a chain of command in the face of enemy jailers? 
I don't pretend to know the answer, but the question should be addressed. 
Finally, prefacing it with a warning to be wary of analogies concocted to support 
personal prejudices, let me revise LT Marshall's: Consider a young Lieutenant midway 
through a department head tour, who is suddenly and involuntarily detached and assigned 
to temporary duty as commanding officer of a remote shore station. He does NOT leave 
the service, and he DOES accept his command responsibilities, i.e. he pursues his 
PRIMARY VOCATION - military officer - although he doesn't happen to have access to 
the equipment or assistance that most commanders can fall back upon. His command 
suffers severe privations, but due at least in part to his leadership and administrative 
skill, it performs its mission. Subsequently he is promoted and given command, not 
of a piece of machinery such as a destroyer or an airplane, but of ~ ••• I'd be 
proud to serve with him, wouldn't you? 




TO THE EDITOR - The dictionary defines "complain" as "to find fault" and 
"criticize" as "to judge disapprovingly." It seems to me that LT Marshall's 
letter in the last BAROMETER on the selection of former POW captains for flag 
rank fits both these definitions. In the past the BAROMETER has printed some 
scathing denunciations but they have always contained alternatives or suggested 
improvements. I'm not contesting constructive criticism, but I decry that type 
of communication that vents frustration, discredits the wisdom of superiors, or 
spreads dissatisfaction without offering any hope of amelioration. It may be a 
right but is it responsible? Some decisions are irrevocable (such as the promo-
tions), while others are subject to change (such as uniform or grooming standards). 
To seek change of the changeable may be noble. To criticize or condemn the 
reasoned irrevocable decision of a senior appears disloyal, and to print it is, I 
hope, only prompted by the desire to stimulate feedback. 
EDITORIAL COMMENT 
R. D. JONES 
LT, U. S. Navy 
Since LT Jones' reply appears to be directed as much to the BAROMETER as it 
is to LT Marshall's letter, an editorial response is provided. 
Just what is the purpose of a student newspaper, such as the BAROMETER? It 
certainly can't compete with the NAVAL INSTITUTE PROCEEDINGS for professional 
articles, nor can it replace NAVY TIMES as a source of detailed service news. ~at 
it can do is provide an open forum for the exchange of ideas between students, staff 
and faculty. Theoretically, this free intercourse could contribute to the educational 
and maturational experience. 
What, then, is the BAROMETER's policy concerning letters to the editor? The 
purpose in printing these letters is to provide for personal expression, and the 
goal is to elicit a response, if not interest, on the part of the reader, Tradi-
tionally, editorial policy does not reject out of hand dissenting viewpoints. Decorum 
is in order but to demand conformity precludes originality and systematic change from 
within. 
